Forum tackles gender inequities on campus

Three-pronged attack aims to amend policies

By SEAN SMITH
News Writer

In yet another response to cries of concern from various student body and faculty members, students spoke out on gender related issues at the Gender Studies and Relations Forum held yesterday.

The purpose of the forum was to discuss the pressing problems concerning the gender issues that exist throughout the campuses of Notre Dame and Saint Mary’s, and how they pertain to gender relations. She spoke of the minimal opportunities offered to students in the area of inter-gender relationships, and opening students to “a multitude of new possibilities” in that area is prime on the center’s agenda.

Gina Rucavado, representing the Women’s Resource Center, began by outlining the center’s views and objectives as they pertain to gender relations. She spoke of the minimal opportunities offered to students in the area of inter-gender relationships, and opening students to “a multitude of new possibilities” in that area is prime on the center’s list of goals for this year.

Rucavado also expressed the group’s concern for the lack of a sexual harassment policy in Du Lac. A revision in the document, she stated, was essential to the safety and protection of all Notre Dame and Saint Mary’s students.

Sean Gallavan, Co-Chairman of GLND/SMC, echoed many of the panelists’ view that it is crucial that every student body member feel as if they belong at the University “regardless of [gender] parameters.” He went on to state that one of the group’s major goals over the next few months is “to unite all gay, lesbian, and bisexual students.”

Provost Nate Hatch delivered his inaugural address yesterday afternoon in DeBartolo Hall. The speech was broadcast to other rooms in the building to accommodate overflow.

Nathan Hatch
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Provost outlines goals for ND future

By MATTHEW LOUGHBRAN
Assistant News Editor

Notre Dame faculty and students have a responsibility to create an environment of intellectual discussion that reflects the Catholic character of the University. Nathan Hatch, the recently appointed University Provost, presented this view of Notre Dame’s mission in his installation address yesterday.

Hatch spoke to faculty, administrators, and students about how he believes the University can achieve his vision. “One cannot renew an institution, only people,” he said. “The faculty must work to challenge students, and I propose to foster an environment where the student can do that.”

The provost sets hiring policies for faculty and staff and deals with much of the day-to-day administration of the University. In his address, Hatch outlined his six priorities for the coming years.

“First,” he said, “we need to invest in centers of excellence.” He indicated that the University needs to focus its resources on the specific programs in which Notre Dame could become a leader in the country — if not the world. “We need to be willing to take risks on programs that we excel in. The process should also pay special attention to areas that cross disciplines.”

The decision of which programs to focus on, however, would depend heavily on input from the various faculty departments. In his second priority, Hatch focused on undergraduate education. “We must make a commitment by insuring the creative process in the classroom, engaging students, challenging their minds,” he said.

Hatch announced three initiatives that have already been implemented toward the achievement of this goal. The first was the creation of the Center for Teaching and Learning, where faculty members can go to improve their teaching skills. Second, he introduced a new round of departmental reviews, which focus on undergraduate teaching.

Finally, Hatch said that Father Tim Scully, Vice President and Senior Associate Provost, has agreed to give oversight to the entire undergraduate program.

As a third priority, we have to go beyond the second mile to recruit excellent faculty and students,” Hatch said. He noted that the faculty was an important component of the pursuit of excellence and said that the University plans to hire 150 new faculty members.

“We have to go beyond conventional hiring methods,” he said, “I plan on asking departments to set aside

Student Senate looks to re-election

By RUSSELL WILLIAMS
Assistant News Editor

Student Senate tackled important ethical and legal issues at its last night’s meeting, including the resignation of Senator Joe Lang for failing to comply with the student government constitution. Whether or not Shane Bigelow should continue to serve on the Student Senate despite the fact that a scheduling conflict will force him to miss upcoming meetings was also discussed.

Additive Voting: Student Government President Seth Miller and Vice-President Megan Murray issued a summary of the issues that will be addressed in the Sep. 26 report by student government to the Board of Trustees.

Lang, a senior who lives off-campus, was originally elected to Student Senate as a Flanner Hall resident and representative from district four. His unanticipated move off-campus raised the issue of his eligibility and a Senate ethics committee was formed to address the situation.

The committee recommended that impeachment proceedings commence if Lang failed to step down as senator, but recognized that Lang had not

In any way misrepresented his convictions. Consequently, Lang announced his decision to resign.

“In the best interest of the campus, I have made this decision,” Lang said. “I recognize that I violated the Constitution. I must resign,” he added. As a result, a re-election will be held to fill the now-vacant seat left by Lang.

The committee also recommended that Shane Bigelow, both the president of Fisher hall and a student senator, be allowed to remain on Student Senate although he cannot attend meetings because of a class. The ethics committee investigated a possible conflict of interest on behalf of his dual role in student government.

Bigelow also expressed his regrets for not being able to attend upcoming meetings, but pointed out that he made many efforts to correct the situation and rearrange his schedule, to no avail.
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Brendan Kelly and Seth Miller listen to debate regarding the sequel positions of Senators Joe Lang and Shane Bigelow.
There is no "Ron in 'team"

Now that Notre Dame has played its first home game and college football season has officially begun. Things are different than last year at this time.

College football season has officially begun. Things are different than last year at this time.

Holtz's resignation; everyone was criticizing, blaming, hounding, illustrated was wonder-

Northwestern, flash for those of you in that category: Ron Powlus

gameday. In January, buried in the past with the Gerry Faust years. doubt who would be taking the snaps on
dpasses, and the single-season record set last year—no matter what. It took Murer four years to accumulate his numbers.

Granted, Rick Mirer was considerably better at it than Powlus. But in the end, Powlus has been no doubt who would be taking the snaps on gameday. In January, Powlus will have
broken the single-season record for touchdowns passes, and the single-season record set last year—no matter what. It took Murer four years to accumulate his numbers.

Instead of finding fault with Powlus when things go wrong the Fighting Irish, look for reasons why he gets hit with so much unnec-
issary criticism.

Many Coach Holtz praised him too much when recruiting him. Maybe that ESPn guy should have been fired for suggesting Powlus would win two Heisman Trophies.

Maybe the sportswriters should realize that Notre Dame does not retire jersey numbers because the number on the uniform has nothing to do with the person wearing the uniform.

Wearing #3 does not mean the guy is going to win more games than some other player. It took the first round to go waste his career in a dome on a pitiful team. You don't see writers coming down on a Cincinnati quarter-

Saturday, when the game was over after thirteen minutes of play, some Notre Dame fans un-

towed to Powlus until he finished the day 19-for-32 with 238 yards passing. Because of an open man in the end zone, Utah coaches was criticized for a pass to Chryplewicz that set up Ansty Denison's 12-yard touchdown run in the first quarter. And he was chastized for the one interception when Malcolm Johnson slipped and couldn't get to the ball.

Ron is quoted in Sunday's Chicago Tribune as saying, "We're 2-0, the only numbers I care about." Notre Dame won. That's all that matters. Leave the criticism, nit-picking, and looking for faults in generally impressive games to the coaches.

The views expressed in the Inside Columns are those of the author and not necessarily those of The Observer.
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**World at a Glance**

**Foreign trade causes U.S. deficit to balloon**

WASHINGTON

The United States spent $11.7 billion more on foreign purchases than it sold overseas in July, a sharp jump in the trade deficit that was blamed on increased demand for Japanese cars, Chinese toys and foreign oil.

The deficit rose last year on the same $1.2 billion more in the trade gap was seasonal or temporary aberration. But the Dole campaign seized on the dramatic worsening of the deficit to highlight light its attacks on White House trade policies.

"This underlines why we have to have a new economic policy," said Robert Lighthizer, a Dole trade adviser. "The country has become less competitive. We are losing our manufacturing jobs. Wages are stagnant. This is why people are so anxious."

Wall Street was initially joined by the larger-than-expected deficit and renewed worries about rising interest rates.

**Travelgate report issued amid debate**

WASHINGTON

Amid sometimes bitter debate, a Republican-controlled House commit-

tee today adopted a report accusing President Clinton of misusing the power of his office in the White House travel office affair. It recommended the cote the vote, walking out of the room after failing to win passage of a Resolution and Oversight Committee is engaging in a political witch hunt to embarrass the president. The report concludes that presidential aides embarked on "a colossal damage-control effort" to cover up the roles of the president and first

lady in the 1993 purge of the travel office — an episode in which the White House sent in the FBI to investigate career employees. The report is based on innuendo and is part of a "shameful ... political smear campaign," declared Rep. Henry Waxman, the committee's ranking Democrat.

Hussein warned of no-fly zone

ANKARA, Turkey

Renewed attacks by rival Kurdish groups were reported today near the Iran-Iraq border, and the leaders of those groups crossed into Turkey for talks with U.S. and Turkish officials. A U.S. military spokesman in Saudi Arabia, meanwhile, said that Iraqi air defense systems have been tracking U.S. and Allied warplanes patrolling a southern "no-fly" zone, but that Baghdad has kept its promise not to fire on them. Iraq said Friday it would stop firing on warplanes patrolling over northern and western regions. However, they have continued to turn radar systems on and off, said Lit. Col. Andrew Bourland. "We merely indicated we have a system up and operational," he said.

Iraqi pilot shot down

After the ugly loss to

BURLINGTON, Burundi

Burundi's newly appointed archbishop today, buried in a grave near the village where his car was ambushed nine days ago. The body of Joachim Ruhuna, archbishop of Gitega, was found in an unmarked grave in Mwumbu, near the site of the Sept. 2 ambush 60 miles northeast of Bujumbura, said a government spokesman, Jean-Luc Nzideye. He said Hutter rebels believed responsible for the attack were living in a house near the village, and the bodies of Ruhuna and a nun killed with him were buried outside. "When the investigation team arrives, they're late an exchange of gunfire and the terrorists fled," Nzideye said. Witnesses said the archbishop was killed when the rebels sprayed his car with gunfire. Four people survived the attack and the body of another nun was found at the scene. National Jozef Tomko held a memorial service for the archbishop Tuesday in Gitega's cathedral. A funeral will be held there Thursday.

Scientists find possible asthma genes

NEW YORK

Researchers who probed the human DNA for signs of asthma genes have found six spots where they might be hiding. Scientists already knew that genetic make people susceptible to asthma, which affects some 14.6 million Americans. Those genes team up with environmental triggers to bring on the disease. If susceptibility genes really are lurking in the areas identified, it will take more than five years to find them, said Dr. William O.C. Cokson of John Radcliffe Hospital in Oxford, England. There are also other genes identified, scientists may be able to find ways to identify people at risk.

Eventually, the genes may suggest new drugs for asthma, the researchers said.

**South Bend Weather**

5 Day South Bend Forecast

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Day</th>
<th>High</th>
<th>Low</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thursday</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friday</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saturday</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunday</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monday</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**National Weather**

The AccuWeather® forecast for noon, Thursday, Sept. 19. Lines separate high temperature zones for the day.

---

**Advertorial**

The Observer is a member of the Associated Press News Network.
SMC board searching for committee chairs

By MISSY LIND

Despite the many familiar faces of returning members of the Saint Mary's Residence Hall Association (RHA), vacant chairs served as a strong reminder of the need to fill chairwoman positions.

Applications for the open chairwoman positions are available at the front desk of residence halls and at Haggar College Center.

RHA is working on developing a theme to represent itself for this school year. Any design ideas should be directed to the Hall Council Executive Boards of each residence hall. The ideas will be submitted to the Executive Board which plans to use the theme design on shirts, which will allow members to be identified throughout the college community.

HALL dance dates have been set by LeMans, McCandless and Regina Halls. The LeMans Hall dance will be on Nov. 1, McCandless Hall dance on Nov. 2, and Regina Hall dance on Oct. 4. Annunciation and Holy Cross Halls have not yet set dates for their dances.

Plans are in the works for Multicultural Awareness and Alcohol Awareness Weeks. Multicultural Awareness Week will be held the week of Oct. 1, and Alcohol Awareness Week will be held the week of Oct. 7.

Anyone interested in helping with Alcohol Awareness Week should contact RHA president Nikki Miley.

LeMans Hall Director and RHA Adviser, Jill Aitchison announced that the residence hall front desks will no longer be responsible for handling personal belongings. Starting this Monday, ID cards and keys will no longer be held at the hall front desks.

The next RHA meeting will be held Wednesday, Sept. 25 at 6:30 p.m. in room 304 of the Haggar College Center.

THE DOLLARS AND SENSE OF JOINING AIR FORCE ROTC.

Air Force ROTC makes a lot of sense for many reasons. Start with the dollars: the eligibility to apply for scholarship programs that can help pay for tuition, fees and textbooks—even provide you with $150 per academic month.

There's much more—you'll develop management skills and the ability to motivate others. Everything you learn will help you the rest of your life.

Start by contacting the ND Air Force ROTC team at 631-4676.

University of Notre Dame International Study Programs

Nagoya, Japan

Information meeting with Professor Michael Brownstein

Thursday, September 19, 1996 11:30 AM

** Please take notice: If cases of scalping arise, Athletic Resources and the Athletic Department will be forced to discontinue this program.
Hatch continued from page 1

one-third of their hires to target special faculty members of considerable promise, giving special attention to women, people of color, and those who can help Notre Dame grow as a Catholic intellectual institution." When addressing student recruiting, Hatch said that the University has to adapt to the changing world of higher education. "We have to keep science and engineering at the University at the cutting edge," he said. "A Catholic institution cannot shrink from pursuing science."

"We are strong but not distinguished," he said. "We must temper these dreams with realism and humility. We are not a perfect community and have our problems. I hope that we will not paper over these problems but address them."

Hatch has been at Notre Dame since 1975, when he joined the faculty as a professor of early American history. He rose to the position of Associate Dean of the College of Arts and Letters, then moved up to Vice President for Graduate Studies and Research in 1987. He was inducted as an honorary member into the Phi Beta Kappa Honor Society last Thursday. Hatch officially became provost on July 1 of this year.

Gender continued from page 1

Otakuye Conroy, one of the seven members of the Multicultural Executive Council, stressed the importance of educating students on the problems concerning gender relations and the Council's goal of making both Saint Mary's and Notre Dame's campuses aware that these problems do indeed exist.

"Many at Saint Mary's feel that the new president should be a female, reflecting the fact that the College is all women," Steimmler said. Others, however, including Steimmler, feel that the Board should look to hire the most qualified candidate for the position, regardless of gender.

Moderator Susan St. Ville, Coordinator of Gender Studies at the University, then opened the forum to questions and comments from the floor. The issues of coed dorms and the lack of gender studies within the classrooms of Notre Dame were discussed briefly.

This forum is one of a continuing series of gender relation and study forums that have taken place on campus in the recent past.
Friends recall Agnew's 'raw political courage'

By TOM STUCKEY
Associated Press Writer

ANAPOLIS, Md. — Spiro Agnew, Richard Nixon's strident point man who served as vice president from 1969 to 1973, died Tuesday of undiagnosed leukemia at Atlantic General Hospital in Berlin, Md., near his summer home in Ocean City, hospital officials said today.

Picked by Nixon as his running mate in 1968, Agnew established himself as a national political force by employing a colorful phraseology in criticizing anti-war protesters, liberals and the media, and by pretending to be a friend of the "silent majority.

"I'm not blind or deaf to the facts that there are those who feel this is a ceremony that is not based on an isolated act. There was a pattern that was demonstrable for a long time," Beall said.

Agnew's denial was rejected today by the prosecutor who handled the case, George Beall.

"The case was not based on an isolated act. There was a pattern that was demonstrable for a long time," Beall said.

Agnew was a virtual political unknown on the national scene when he was elected Maryland governor in 1966 because he was considered more liberal than the Democratic candidate. He took the chance Nixon offered him in 1968 and validated the choice with his aggressive campaigning and maintenance of the "silent majority.

He attracted wide attention with his campaign line and his brash ridicule of liberals and Vietnam War protesters, who he said did not speak for the "silent majority.

He denied opponents of the war as "an effete corps of impudent snobs" and labeled national TV commentators "a tiny fraternity of privileged men elected by so few and enjoying a monopoly sanctioned and licensed by the government."

Student protesters, he said, "have never done a productive thing in their lives. They take their tactics from Fidel Castro and their money from daddy."

His most famous lines came in a 1970 speech, when he attacked the news media as "nattering nabobs of negativism" and "the hopeless, hysterical hydropneumatics of history."

But following the plea, Agnew denied all the government's allegations in the case, including claims that he accepted cash kickbacks from contractors over 10 years while he was Baltimore County executive, governor and vice president.

On Oct. 15, 1973, just five days after his resignation, Agnew told a national TV audience that he resigned to restore "unimpaired confidence and implicit trust" in the vice presidency.

He described his accusers as "self-confessed trike brokers" and said he had done no wrong.

Agnew's denial was rejected today by the prosecutor who handled the case, George Beall.

"The case was not based on an isolated act. There was a pattern that was demonstrable for a long time," Beall said.

Agnew was a virtual political unknown on the national scene when he was elected Maryland governor in 1966 because he was considered more liberal than the Democratic candidate. He took the chance Nixon offered him in 1968 and validated the choice with his aggressive campaigning and maintenance of the "silent majority."

He attracted wide attention with his campaign line and his brash ridicule of liberals and Vietnam War protesters, who he said did not speak for the "silent majority.

He denied opponents of the war as "an effete corps of impudent snobs" and labeled national TV commentators "a tiny fraternity of privileged men elected by so few and enjoying a monopoly sanctioned and licensed by the government."

Student protesters, he said, "have never done a productive thing in their lives. They take their tactics from Fidel Castro and their money from daddy."

POW and MIA Day to be observed on campus

For news happening, call The Observer at 1-5323

Happy Birthday Ashley! Love, Mom, Dad & Dana

If you see news happening, call The Observer at 1-5323

ACCENT LAW

is now accepting applications for Assistant and Copy Editors, as well as Literary Critics. Call Ashleigh at 1-4540
Campus Ministry... Considerations...

THE TASK BEFORE US

There is a portion of Kentucky south of the Ohio river, with its own gentle landscape and a deep sense of history for Catholics. Some folks call this area "the Knobs" because of the small, button-like hills that populate the terrain. We at Notre Dame share some history with the place. Some of the great Catholic missionaries of the 1840's visited here - Flaget and Badin and Sorin. And the towns announce their heritage, too, with names like Loreto, St. Mary, and Lebanon.

My family visited the Knobs this summer, hiding out for a couple of days in one of the famous sanctuaries of the area, Gethsemani Abbey. There, on an early August evening, while the summer sun drenched the fields with her honey-light, I saw a remarkable - yet at the same time ordinary - parable unfold before my eyes.

It was after Vespers, the prayer at the end of the days' labors for the monks, and visitors were concluding their liturgical prayer with an iczing of quiet, wandering off among the hills, giving their mind a chance to absorb the mingling of incense and plainchant, giving their soul an opportunity to listen to the silence, where God is most at home.

I was doing the very same thing, when the parable began to unfold before me.

At the southern end of the monastery lies a gentle rise of land which the brethren call "Saint Joseph's Hill." It was crowned with a schoolhouse in the early years, until a bolt of lightning came down and finished the dwelling and the monks' apostolate to children's education in one fell swoop. Hardly a "knob," this hill of tufted grass is a pleasant stroll at the end of the day.

But it is a stroll only for people with two legs that work. For the man I saw in the wheelchair that evening, this mound might as well been a mountain. St. Joseph's Hill is not paved; in essence, it is rutted pasture with a statue at the top of its crest. Here sat this man, who had driven his car to the edge of the pasture, managed to get his wheelchair out of the back seat, loaded himself into it, and began laboriously shoving himself up the side of the slope, through knee-deep vegetation.

In the evening light that surrounded us, restretat after restretat approached the man and offered to push him up the hill. Maybe they were inspired by the newly-refreshed priest; maybe they were looking for a quick way to do something nice. Maybe they were sincerely moved and took pity on this paraplegic who was grinding his way up the tilted challenge of the cow pasture.

It was his response that intrigued me, though I never heard his words. As each offer of charity approached him, I could see that he was refusing each. He wasn't rude, he wasn't angry...he was simply resolute. This was his own task - the task laid before him.

An hour and a half later, he made it to the crest of the hill. I watched him every inch of the way, mesmerized by his journey. I watched as he made it to the top. No "Racky" fanfare as the goal was reached. No splathy drenching of the sun over his sweat-soaked face. No cheering hordes. He sat there, resolute, quiet, inwardly proud of his accomplishment. He moved to each of the four corners of the crest, as if to savor the view so resolutely earned. I saw him rake deep breaths. I saw his face move slowly to take in the panorama. And I tried to enter into the joy that his eyes beheld, gazing at the gentle beauty of the monastery and hills that now reached his eyes.

Perhaps we think that angels are most easily found frozen in the window panes of a basilica. Maybe we find them captured on a television network where, if we're lucky, we can be touched by one, too. But I believe angels are not so blatant when they spread their wings. On that day in August, on the first day of summer vacation, I was surprised to see that an angel - a messenger of God," had assumed his position in a wheelchair and announced a truth to me.

The truth was this: that for all of our talk about community and networking, about interdependence and global villages, some things in life are ours alone to do. No one else can experience our homesickness. No one else can taste the grief that is uniquely ours when a loved one passes away. No one else can completely know the satisfaction that is ours when a job is done by our own hands. No one else can do our own homework, whether that be the work of the classroom or the work of our ever-deepening awareness of God's call in our life. No one else but us, and the One who knows all our secrets, the One who made us.

For all the charitable offers that come our way, sometimes we must politely decline, and declare that this work is for us to do. It is our own task. The task that lies before us.

Steven C. Warner

TWENTY-FIFTH SUNDAY IN ORDINARY TIME

Weekend Presiders at Sacred Heart Basilica

Sat. Sept. 21 5:00 p.m. Rev. Charles Gordon, C.S.C.
Sun. Sept. 22 10:00 a.m. Rev. Michael Connors, C.S.C.

All School Opening Mass at Joyce Center

Sun. Sept. 22 4:00 p.m. Rev. Edward (Monk) Malloy, C.S.C.

Scripture Readings For This Coming Sunday

1st Reading Isaiah 55: 6-9
2nd Reading Philippians 1: 20-24, 27
Gospel Matthew 20: 1-16

Campus Ministry Events
Thursday, September 19 - Thursday, September 26

Voices of Faith Choir Retreat
Friday, September 20, 8:00 - Midnight, Crowley Hall of Music

"The Heart and Soul of Gospel Music" - A Workshop of Prayer and Praise
Saturday, September 21, 9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m., Crowley Hall, Room 115, ALL ARE WELCOME

African American Student Leadership Commissioning and Freshman Welcome
Saturday, September 21, 7:30 p.m., Stanford-Keanan Chapel, ALL ARE WELCOME

Confirmation Candidates/Sponsors Mini-Retreat
Sunday, September 22, 12:30 p.m. - 4:00 p.m., LaFortune Ballroom

All School Opening Mass followed by Picnic
Sunday, September 22, 4:00 p.m., Joyce Center

Freshman Retreat Applications
Residents of Carroll, Cavanaugh, Dillon, Farley, Fisher, Morrissey, Pangborn, Siegfried, and Stanford Halls; Please return application for October 4-5 retreat by Monday, September 30

Come Join us...
Power Lunches - Thursdays, 12:45 p.m. - 1:45 p.m., Faculty Dining Room
Spanish Mass - Sundays, 1:30 p.m., Stanford-Keanan Chapel
Campus Bible Study - Tuesdays, 7:00 p.m., Campus Ministry-Badin Hall
KAIROS(4th Day) - Wednesdays, 7:30 p.m., Stanford-Keanan Chapel
For information on RCIA, Confirmation, Catechist Formation, music and liturgy, call 631-5242

Steven C. Warner
Muslim leader takes election

By SRECKO LATAL
Associated Press Writer

SARAJEVO

Muslim leader Alija Izetbegovic won the most votes in Bosnia's presidential election, sparking street celebrations in Sarajevo today for the first chairman of the new three-man presidency. He was the only one of the three to favor a unified Bosnia.

A close second to Izetbegovic in the election was Serb nationalist Momcilo Krajisnik, who campaigned for the Serb half of the country to secede from Bosnia. Croat nationalist Kresimir Zubak finished a distant third.

While Izetbegovic's powers as presidential chairman are mostly symbolic, he will be the man all international officials turn to as they try to make Bosnia's postwar reconstruction and new government work.

Whether the presidency, created by international negotiators who stitched together the 1995 Dayton peace accord, succeeds will help determine how many foreign troops remain in Bosnia, and for how long. Thousands of American troops, mostly in the north, make up the peacekeeping force.

"This is a great day for us," said Mirza Hajric, an aide to Izetbegovic. "Today, for the first time after four years Bosnia-Herzegovina is reunited."

Jabid Muminis drove through the streets of Sarajevo, beeping car horns, leaning out window and waving green and white party banners.

"I am happy for Alija's victory," said 21-year-old Almir Rinakovic. "This is the party which will take Bosnia into its future."

Robert Frowick of the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe, a commission which voted towards the Dayton plan's vote in Sarajevo, said he was happy.

The presidents are supposed to take office four days after the results are confirmed.

The election was the first since the December signing of the peace agreement that brought an end to the war.

Even before final results were in, foreign envoys were pressing the 72-year-old Izetbegovic to start working on the institutions meant to preserve peace and to keep the country intact.

The peace plan for Bosnia calls for a three-way presidency shared by a Muslim, a Serb and a Croat. The one with the highest number of votes in chairmanship for two years but has no specific duties or veto power.

Under the Dayton accord, Bosnia's two halves — the Muslim-Croat federation and a Serb republic — will enjoy a high degree of autonomy. The key to holding Bosnia together will be avoiding a political stalemate, not only among the three presidents but also within the ethnically mixed parliament.

Archbishop admits to affairs

Associated Press

ALBUQUERQUE, N.M.

A former Roman Catholic archbishop says he frequently had sex with children and kept quiet about charges that priests sexually abused children because he did not know it was a crime. The Albuquerque Tribune reported today.

"It was more frequent, at the — especially the early years, he would finger girls," said the Rev. Thomas Dole, who served in New Mexico from the 1960s through the 1980s.

Sanchez gave the pre-trial testimony for lawsuits alleging child sexual abuse by priests. The New Mexico Supreme Court on Tuesday cleared the way for public disclosure of hundreds of thousands of pages of testimony by his lawyers in the sex abuse lawsuits.

"In 1981 I did not understand (molestation) to be a crime," he said. "I considered it to be a moral infraction of his (the priest's) own life, and it was an offense against a child."

Sanchez remains in seclusion. The Tribune reported. In a statement issued Tuesday by his lawyer's office, he said: "My silence has been misleading or has given offense, I ask your forgiveness."

Mary Ryland, spokeswoman for the archdiocese, said Archbishop Michael Sheehan was not available for comment on this matter.

The Tribune said most of the more than 140 sexual abuse lawsuits filed against the archdiocese had been settled.

The Observer • NEWS
Abortion pill closer to approval by FDA

By CONNIE CASS
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON

The drug RU-486, an alternative method of abortion to surgery, passed its last major hurdle Wednesday on the way to becoming available in the United States.

The Food and Drug Administration said that the controversial French pill was safe and effective when used under a doctor's close supervision. But the FDA withheld final approval until it receives more information about how the drug would be manufactured and labeled.

It should be in doctors' offices by mid- to late-1997, said Sandra Waldman, spokeswoman for the Population Council, the nonprofit group that has the U.S. rights to market the drug.

The drug, already used by 200,000 European women, has long been the focus of an emotional debate between abortion rights supporters and abortion opponents, who argue that making the drug available in the privacy of doctors' offices will increase the number of U.S. abortions.

The FDA sent a letter requesting more information Wednesday to the council said it was waiting for answers.

"We are sure we will be able to provide the FDA the outstanding information necessary for final approval," the council said in a statement.

Once the FDA gets answers to its questions, it has up to six months to review the information.

Abortion opponents accused the Clinton administration of rushing the approval process for political rather than sound medical reasons.

"We have no idea what the long-term impact on women's health will be by this politically motivated push to get this chemical into American women's bodies," said Kristi Hamrick, spokeswoman for the conservative Family Research Council.

Tougher rhetoric came from Randall Terry, founder of Operation Rescue: "The FDA is participation in the chemical assassination of innocent people," he said in a statement.

The decision was hailed by abortion rights supporters, who predicted it will help end the days when women arriving for abortions have to pass through anti-abortion rallies outside clinics.

"It's a new era of choice for American women," said Margaret Conway, vice president for public policy at Planned Parenthood. "American women have been waiting for years for this approval. They're ready for this.

To induce an abortion, the pregnancy-ending pill is followed two days later by another pill that causes strong uterine contractions to expel the fetus. The process can be painful and cause bleeding. It must be monitored closely, requiring three separate doctor exams for safety.

FDA officials would not give details of the information that still seek, saying that is considered proprietary information. Labeling questions usually involve instructions and warnings for patients and doctors.

The council also would not say what the FDA was seeking.

Abortion after Wednesday's sub-marine approval on South Korea's east coast, a 12th was captured in an ambush until dawn.

The FDA said the submarine carried 20 men when it ran aground on a reef off Kangnung, 90 miles northeast of Seoul, according to Brig. Gen. Shin Sang-gil.

Gen. Chung Hwa-un said it was unclear whether the submarine was trying to land spies in South Korea or had become stranded during a training exercise.

The North Koreans found all were civilians and white sneakers.

There was no immediate North Korean reaction to the apparent infiltration, certain to raise already tense relations between the Koreas.

Shin said the 11 dead intruders were found on shore about five miles southwest of the stranded sub at 5 a.m., about 15 hours after the craft was spotted in the surf just yards off the coast.

Shin said 10 of the bodies were together, and the eleventh was shot the same way. He speculated that the eleventh intruder killed himself in a mass suicide. A handgun was found on his body.

The captured North Korean said it was caught after living in South Korea for 12 years, posing as a Filipino professor. He told police that "scores, perhaps hundreds" of communist spies are operating in South Korea.

Jul 3, 1996: A North Korean spy is caught after living in South Korea for 12 years, posing as a Filipino professor. He tells police that "scores, perhaps hundreds" of communist spies are operating in South Korea.
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South Korea provokes attack

SEUL

The mass suicide of 11 North Koreans Wednesday may have been the end result of an attempt to infiltrate South Korea. Major North Korean infiltrations in the 1990s:

1990-91: North Korean spies infiltrate South Korea three times to give money and assignments to South Korean dissident Kim Nak-joong.

May 21, 1992: South Koreans shoot and kill three North Koreans 800 yards south of the border.

Oct. 17, 1995: South Korean soldiers shoot and kill an armed North Korean spotted swimming across the Imjin River, which separates the two countries.

Oct. 24, 1995: A North Korean spy is captured near Paju in central South Korea. His partner dies, triggering a three-day search that ends when the two are killed.

July 3, 1996: A North Korean spy is caught after living in South Korea for 12 years, posing as a Filipino professor. He tells police that "scores, perhaps hundreds" of communist spies are operating in South Korea.
SANTA MONICA, Calif.
The O.J. Simpson civil trial opened Wednesday with the judge displaying a style of jury selection summed up in two words: No excuses.

Superior Court Judge Hiroshi Fujisaki turned away most claims of hardship by the first 25 jurors summoned to his courtroom. Only four people initially were able to convince him they could not serve on what's expected to be a four-month trial.

The first wave of jurors was racially mixed with more than half white, a quarter black and the rest Asian or Hispanic. Race was a key issue in Simpson's criminal trial last year; the jury in downtown Los Angeles was predominantly black.

The wrongful-death trial is being held in Santa Monica, a prosperous seaside city with a largely white population adjacent to Los Angeles. Prospective jurors are being drawn from a 20-mile radius of the courthouse.

Simpson was acquitted Oct. 3 of the June 1994 slayings of ex-wife Nicole Brown Simpson and her friend Ronald Goldman. Ms. Simpson's estate and the Goldman family are suing Simpson for unspecified damages in a civil case.

Simpson was not present in Santa Monica. A separate battle for custody of his minor children in an Orange County court has occupied him this week.

Fujisaki probed gently into the prospective jurors' personal problems but sent a clear message that he was not present in Santa Monica. A separate battle for custody of his minor children in an Orange County court has occupied him this week.

He told an elderly black man who cares for three grandchildren that perhaps his wife could handle the duties. When the man said his wife had diabetes, the judge said there were adult children who could pitch in. When the man said the children were "off on drugs," the judge was still unmoving.

"This case will last four months," Fujisaki said. "If somebody can help your wife with the kids, we'd sure like to have you."

A black woman retiree pleaded to be excused, saying she is claustrophobic.

"I don't like courtrooms. I don't like being closed in. I don't like a lot of sitting," she said.

"How big is your living room?" the judge asked.

She acknowledged it was smaller than the courtroom.

Medical excuses were quickly rejected. The judge told a man with severe hypertension that if he needs a doctor, court will decide for him. Fujisaki also took a hard line with a woman who said she had non-refundable airline tickets to Hawaii. The judge said he wants to see the tickets before he lets him go.

A total of 168 prospective jurors were given questionnaires to fill out on whether they could serve, and then were questioned in groups of 25. About 400 of 4,000 people summoned were expected to be processed.

Some jurors were heard muttering in the hall. "How do I get excused?"

He did excuse a black woman who is pregnant, a Filipino man who has to attend a family reunion in his homeland, a white pastor of a Presbyterian church and a white man who said his company would not pay for his time on jury duty.

The judge also ruled on motions. He ordered a hearing to determine whether jurors should know about chemical tests for the possible existence of blood.

By LINDA DEUTSCH
Associated Press Writer
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Technology places premium on integrity

By CHET CURRIER
Associated Press Writer

NEW YORK

If you're ever tempted to stretch the truth about your circumstances on a loan application, rental lease or resume, remind yourself that you are now living in a high-tech information age.

You may have been told that "everybody judges a little" in the course of managing their money and their personal affairs, whether they're doing their taxes, trying to line up a mortgage or competing for a job.

But you should also be aware that new systems are being developed all the time in computerized communications and data processing to verify what you say about yourself on any form.

Where once it might have been too time-consuming, too expensive or just too much trouble for some other party to check up on you, that no longer may be so.

"Lying is endemic in modern life, even in real estate," says John Reed in his newsletter Real Estate Notes, published in Danville, Calif.

"Resumes have long been inflationary. Prospective tenants lie about where they've lived, their finances, and their credit. Prospective mortgage borrowers lie about income and net worth."

But now, Reed observes, "massive databases, combined with higher-speed, higher-capacity computers, will make it extremely hard to lie in the near future.

For a vivid example of what is happening, consider a cooperative effort between the Internal Revenue Service and lending institutions that is now getting a pilot test in California.

It allows lenders to compare notes quickly with the IRS on income claimed by loan applicants. If applicants list a significantly higher income than their report to the IRS, they may face a tax audit and even criminal prosecution.

People sometimes are tempted to bump up their income figure in order to qualify for a loan," says Sidney Norton, president of the California Society of Enrolled Agents, an association of federally licensed tax advisers.

"That is not a good idea. "Everyone who applies for a new type of loan should be aware that deliberately falsifying income or information can have serious consequences."

"What's important for loan applicants to understand is when they provide income information, the figures should be accurate. The lender can verify them from other sources, including IRS."

Reed says the Internet, in particular, has opened up many new avenues for even small operators, including both landlords and prospective tenants, to double-check facts and figures provided by other sources.

A great deal of information about everybody is already publicly available. Reed notes— in births, marriage and divorce records, for starters— that the Sun-dance material such as business cards that you may hand out regularly.

A lot of this information used to be cumbersome and expensive to obtain. But in a high-tech world, that's less true all the time.

When people draw up resumes or biographical sketches of themselves, there is a natural temptation to "exaggerate, lie and mislead by omission," Reed notes. "The Internet and advanced computer experts will likely and self-created resumes."
Perot ready to battle for spot in debate

By KATIE FAIRBANK
Associated Press Writer

SAN FRANCISCO
Calling himself a "cur dog" who would not fly without a fight, Ross Perot accused the major political parties Wednesday of trying to "frighten away" his supporters by keeping him out of presidential debates. Seventy-six percent of the voters made it crystal clear they wanted me included in these debates. That's a recent Harris poll. But their views were ignored by the debate commission," Perot said. It was the Reform Party nominee's first speech since the Presidential Commission on Debates ruled Tuesday that he shouldn't be allowed to debate because he didn't have a "realistic" chance to win the election.

President Clinton says he believes Perot should be allowed to participate, but Republican nominee Bob Dole's campaign doesn't want him included. Perot plans to file a lawsuit this week in federal court in Washington against the commission as a last-ditch decision, seeking "more objective criteria" in deciding debate participants.

"They've been conditioning you to keep voting for them," Perot told about 600 people attending a luncheon with The Commonwealth Club of San Francisco, a public affairs membership organization.

Maja Lipman, a Perot supporter who had traveled from Burlington to hear the speech, said she was furious by the decision to keep out Perot.

"I just think that's unconstitu­tional," she said. "But it will put a point out to the American people that there's a real fear from the other parties." Perot made that same point, saying the commission was biased.

"I was included in the 1992 debates even though my standing in the polls in 1992 was lower than they are now. But they roared up after the debate," said Perot, who won 19 percent of the popular vote in 1992. "Now, do you start to understand why they don't want this cur dog back in the debates again? Just two registered puppies, right?" he said. Perot, speaking with the enthusiasm of a pent revival preacher, pounded the podium several times and lost his voice at one point as he vowed to fight for right to face Clinton again.

"We'll ask the court to initi­ate a restraining order to stay the debates," he said of his lawsuit.

Perot said barring the door to him means 80 million view­ers won't be able to hear his views on the issues. They also might not get the opportunity to hear him in television ads.

NEWS ANALYSIS
Deep cuts define Dole budget

By ALAN FRAM
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON
The dramatic economic plan dominating Bob Dole's presi­dential campaign relies on spending cuts that would reshape government — and exceed anything today's Republican-controlled Congress has given a taste for.

Dole proposes cutting taxes by $54 billion and balancing the budget by 2002.

Like many campaign-season proposals by White House hopefuls, his description of how he would pay for it is too ambiguous to conclude precisely what the effects would be.

Clearly, however, it would require even more savings from benefit programs than the divided Republicans put in their own six-year budget in June — though Dole has exempted Social Security, Medicare, and veterans' and military retirees' benefits from cuts exceeding that plan.

Including inflation's effects, the plan would leave air traffic control, national parks and hundreds of other domestic programs competing for a pot of money at least 20 percent smaller in 2002 than it is today, according to AP calculations using campaign informa­tion and inflation estimates by the nonpartisan Congressional Budget Office.

Instead, the proposal is so far-reaching that an array of budget experts said they doubted the reductions would occur because of the political risk of forcing such changes in government's role.

"You are talking about changing government radical­ly," said Rudolph Penner, the nonpartisan Congressional Budget Office from 1983 to 1987 who now is an economic consultant. "These cuts would just be too painful," said Robert Dederick, a former Reagan administration official who is also a consultant. Dederick predicted Dole would ultimate­ly change his proposed mix of savings "or probably the tax cuts become smaller."

Dole's proposed cuts have their defenders, chiefly Republicans and conservative economists.

They say the GOP Congress has already achieved savings in welfare, agriculture and many domestic programs, and that Dole would need savings just 6 percent deeper than the Republican-balanced-budget outline Congress endorsed in June.

"How can you not be able to do that with a budget this size?" asks John Taylor, a Stanford University economics professor and adviser to President Bush who helped draft Dole's plan.

"They didn't frighten me. They're double," House Appropriations Committee Chairman Bob Livingston, R-La., said of the cuts.

Dole would start with a GOP-written budget-balancing outline that narrowly passed Congress in June after Republicans fought among themselves over its spending reductions.

That non-binding blueprint — opposed by President Clinton and most Democrats — envisioned six-year savings exceeding $500 billion from Medicare, Medicaid, and other domestic programs. It seemed as far as GOP conservatives and moderates could agree to go.
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**Descendents return with free show in Madison**

After driving 250 miles to Madison, Wis. on Tuesday, Sept. 17, I couldn’t help but begin to wonder if a trip of this magnitude could ever be worth it. I answered this question by means of logic.

The answer was found in a simple one step equation: "The Descendents are playing in Madison, thus there is no other place to be in this world."

To understand the importance of this concert one must understand the importance of the history of this band. As testament to the band’s influence on today’s music, two years ago the University of California at Berkeley recognized the Descendents contributions by awarding them with special recognition for their achievements in music.

The band was formed in 1978 when Bill Stevenson (drums), Frank Navetta (guitar), and Tony Lombardo (bass) formed a band with a rock-surf-pop-punk sound. Alas, Stevenson is the only original member still in the band; however there is history in the lineup changes.

In 1980 Milo Aukerman joined the band as their first vocalist and the band made a flurry of changes ensued. For a period of about two years from 1983 until 1985 Stevenson played with Henry Rollins (Rollins Band) in the punk outfit Black Flag. The band later regrouped and after various moves ended up with current guitar and bass players: Stephen Egerton and Karl Alvarez.

With this lineup they recorded one more album, entitled ALL, and toured for much of 1987. However, Aukerman needed to leave the band in order to further his studies.

Dave Smalley, who had been in Dag Nasty, and now part of Down By Law, joined the band after the tour. In 1989 the band released the album Allroy Sea under the new band name of ALL. The band went through two more singers (Scott Reynolds, now with Goodbye Harry; and Chad Price) and six more albums over the course of the next eight years. Funnell, the most recent, was released on Interscope Records.

Which brings us to the present day, earlier this year Aukerman who maintained a close friendship with the band, approached them about the idea of recording some songs together under their original moniker of the Descendents.

Eager to have their original singer back, they recorded an album for Epitaph at their own recording studio The Blasting Room, in Ft. Collins, CO. Stevenson and Egerton have produced and engineered many other bands albums recently, produced the new 15 track LP entitled Everything Sucks.

With the release of a tour, a tour is almost imminent, yet it won’t come until December due to Aukerman’s position in the University of Wisconsin’s biochemistry department as a post-doctoral researcher.

Aukerman was obviously a favorite of the students, being that he is the only original member still in the band and important band back in the rock-qualities.

The band played a 50 minute set tonight and the crowd shared that the band’s hard fans sang along to every word of every song. Yet again at times in order to fully comprehend what they were witnessing, Aukerman and the Descendents were back.

Aukerman miffed one or two song lines during the duration of the night, providing Alvarez with big laughs onstage.

Egerton wandered all over the stage in his typical manner and entertained his face in many ways that he could think of, the whole time dancing and shaking those pseudo-metal dental power-chords.

After a short break the band returned for a three song encore. Which included the only ALL song of the night sung by Aukerman. For the finale, Price, who stayed with the band to sing backup on the new album, came on stage to sing a song from one of the two albums he sing lead vocals for.

The pattern consisted of something and sang one of ALL’s most angry songs, which seemed to dishearten the audience and might have caused them to leave the show yet as it all was said and done the crowd was pleased with this experience that was not supposed to happen in our lifetime.

"I Like Food" (both of them on the soundtrack of the movie Pump Up The Volume), and avoided as much "stage chatter" as possible. Basically, the only spoken words were "New Song," or "Old Song.

The band acknowledged themselves at one point.

Egerton broke a guitar string Aukerman told the crowd that "Karl Alvarez is not relat"-ed to (Wincison) head football coach Barry Alvarez." To which Karl responded, "Unless there is something that his wife and my dad don’t know about.

There was a pensive pause has interrupted by Aukerman saying, "I guess that qualifies as stage chatter for us.

"We just like to play. We play a lot."

The music was going again.

After a short break the band returned for a three song encore. Which included the only ALL song of the night sung by Aukerman. For the finale, Price, who stayed with the band to sing backup on the new album, came on stage to sing a song from one of the two albums he sing lead vocals for.

Price was interrupted on something and sang one of ALL’s most angry songs, which seemed to dishearten the audience and might have caused them to leave the show yet as it all was said and done the crowd was pleased with this experience that was not supposed to happen in our lifetime.

Although a majority of Manuelle’s songs on his current self-titled release are aggressive and energetic in style, he does mix those songs with his salvadoran style, and his voice, resembling the voice of Ruben Blades at times, is smooth with a great tone quality.

Many salsa singers experiment on something new, high, raspy, and at times a little too much with their voices, but Manuelle has the traditional salvadoran voice.

The musicianship is featured in every one of the songs, especially on the opening track, entitled Pensamiento y Palabra.

For you salsa lovers out there, if you love traditional salas combined with a new energy, Victor Manuelle is a must have.

It is totalmente chevere!

-by Ian Hernandez

**THE CARDIGANS**

Note to the makers of the next James Bond flick: look no further than the Cardigans for your opening credit sequence.

No other band could better evoke the lost mystique of Aston Martins, Ursula Andrews, turtlenecks, and martins.

The music of the Cardigans is difficult to pin down. An inoffensive pastiche of 70’s folk, 80’s punk and 90’s rock that first hand on the moon THE CARDIGANS

The acoustic riffing of "Been It" will give a mouth a workout as you switch from whistling to humming to making those pseudo-metal power-chords by forcefully blowing bursts of air through a clefted jaw.

An entirely new genre of "indie-disco" is forged on the jangly, danceable "Lovefool," which answers all those who say the music is not widespread appeal, whether it be for reasons of nostalgia, pop-sensibility or standards of musical craftsmanship.

by Brent DiCrescenzo
Dave Matthews Band
Joyce Center Concert Postponed

Due to the sudden and tragic loss of three week old Asian Mozzelle, daughter of Dave Matthews Band bassist Stefan Lessard, all concert dates through September 26 will be cancelled. The tour will resume September 27 in East Lansing, Michigan. A rescheduled Joyce Center show is anticipated.

Anyone wishing to send their condolences to the family can send donations, in lieu of flowers to:
Asian Mozzelle Memorial Scholarship Fund
toc Ballard Lessard School
279 Tandem Ln
Charlottesville, VA 22902

Social Distortion

White Light, White Heat, White Trash

Very rarely can a group with its feet firmly rooted in one style of music make the transition to another genre without both sounding cheesy and being accused of some form of "selling out."

Social Distortion was one of the early 1980's Los Angeles punk bands, but by the 80's progressed their style transformed to somewhat of a rockabilly flavored rock 'n' roll, not unlike the Rolling Stones Exit in the Main Street era.

Indeed, Stones covers have been a mainstay of the Social D. set since the very begin­ning. For their 1992's "Somewhere Between Heaven and Hell," the band disappeared a lot of longtime fans while winning over some new ones by almost completely abandoning their punk roots in favor of a Carly Perkins meets the Ramones in an overproduction nightmare type sound.

It has only been almost 5 years and in Social D.'s fifteen year as a band (only Ilea/len and singtlr/guitarist Mike Ness and rhythm gui­tarist Dennis Dammel remaining original members) they somehow managed to put out their hardest driving, best produced, and most consistent work they've done since 1982's "Mommy's Little Monster.

However, with White Light, White Heat, White Trash the band has manifested itself to the point form which bands of the future will be judged. The album, in all its aspects, is a homage to the rock 'n' roll lifestyle.

The title is a takeoff of the monumental 1968 White Light, White Heat by the Velvet Underground. "Dear Lover" kicks it off with a fairly typi­cal Social D. song (at least lyrically). instantly one notices that this is one of the most hard rock ing bands. The insistent beats and guitar could almost be likened to Rocket from the Crypt, if one didn't consider that Rocket's sound is more likely attribut­able to Social D. "Don't Drag Me Down" has everything that makes Social D. so great. It relies on a drum beat lead, screeching guitar intro, short solo, disgusted lyrics and "whoa wahs" that put scores of Epitaph winners to bed.

"I Was Wrong," the single off the album, actually takes a little more listening to in order to appreciate than, for example, "Through These Eyes," which but as near to be more radio friendly. Speaking of "Through These Eyes," it is the best song on the album. One can easily hear the influence from such bands as the Misfits and Rolling Stones. The self-pitying and bluesy guitar solos we know and love are in full swing here. "When Angels Sing" is the same story.

Nightcore Top 10

1. Catherine Wheel - Like Cats and Dogs
2. Republica - Republica
3. I mother earth - Sceney and Fish
4. Tribe Called Quest - Beats, Rhyme and Life
5. Sublime - Sublime
7. Trainspotting Soundtrack
8. Pearl Jam - No Code
9. REM - Adventures in Hi Fidelity
10. Robyn Hitchcock - Moss Elixir

Rutledge delivers compelling recital

By JULIE BRUBAKER and MICHAEL ANDERSON
Source: Writers

What do Rodney Dangerfield and a violist have in common? They typically get no respect. Last Sunday, Christine Rutledge's recital did everything to dispel the commonly held view that the viola is nothing more than an "orn-pah-pah" instrument.

Rutledge, Assistant Professor of Viola at Notre Dame, presented a program featuring works by Brahms, Hovhaness, and Shostakovich. Thomas Sauer, a graduate of the Curtis Institute of Music and the Marines College of Music, provided piano accompaniment. Wearing a suitably simple black dress and focusing the audience for a concert that would be filled with emotionally wrenching harmonies and daunting melodic passages — a perfect match for a cloudy 50 degree day on campus.

Rutledge (who bears a striking resemblance to Geppat) began her concert with Dmitri Shostakovich's Sonata in F minor, op. 147.

The opening Moderato movement demanded a certain dryness of execution as well as musical sensitivity from both viola and piano — Rutledge and Sauer delivered at all dynamic levels.

Though notably different in texture, the other two movements of the Shostakovich (Allegretto and Adagio) provided opportunities for the two to showcase their warmth and expressiveness, and in dramatic solo passages. A lamenting theme from Schindler's List might best describe Alan Hovhaness's Sonata for Viola Solo (op. 564), Rutledge's second piece of the afternoon.

She finally used the dark sounds of the viola to her advantage as the Hovhaness piece called for richness and expressivity in the lower register of the viola. Rutledge's execution of clarity and technique demanded that the audience hear the beauty and emotion of a viola can make.

Rutledge capped off this already compelling recital with Brah'm Sonata for Viola and Piano in E minor, op. 120, no. 1. Like most Romantic pieces, the work called for a wide range of dynamics, well-executed by Rutledge and expertly supported by Sauer.

Though the balance at times was awkward, the technique was at a level of the highest professional musicianship, and the dynamic ranges of contrast were well-managed.

At one point in the Andante movement, Rutledge and Sauer exchanged the nuances of articulation in a sort of call-and-answer effect that worked well and served to intensify the movement. The audience demanded a double curtain call for Rutledge and Sauer — a clear testament to their highly expressive and moving performances.

In addition to her duties as Assistant Professor of Music, Christine Rutledge serves as violist for the Notre Dame Swing Trio along with faculty members Carolyn Planes (vibraphone) and Karen Burandas (cello).

The group recently received an award from the Institute for Scholarship in the Liberal Arts of the University of Notre Dame for their recording of Paul Hindemith's String Trio on the Centaur Records label. It is one of their recent recording of resident composer Ethan Haimo's String Trio has recently been released on the Centaur label.

This Sunday, at 2 p.m. senior Joel Cummins will present a piano recital in partial fulfillment of his requirements as a music major.

Cummins is more popularly known on campus as the outstanding keyboardist for Stomper Bob and the 4 x 4's. It is thrilling for us to see a classical music student in such a high profile musical role. In addition to his Stomper Bob responsibilities, Cummins devotes a great deal of time to the Notre Dame Glee Club, for which he serves as the Vice-President. As a singer and frequent soloist with the Glee Club, Cummins has performed with them in twenty U.S. states and in six European countries.

This summer, Cummins had the opportunity to record original music in a Chicago studio. The result was the epic album Suspended in Time. Cummins' first solo recording available on compact disc.

The musical variety and technique is remarkable. We bought our copy early (and we love it!), but can expect that he will make them available at his upcoming recital.

The actual recital promises to be packed, so get there early. Cummins will commence the concert with Kabalevsky's Sonatine no. 1 in C Major, op. 12, an exciting yet challenging modern work.

Next, rumor has it he'll sneak some of his originals in. We heard through the grapevine that he'll even debut two lost new pieces. Finally, to conclude his student recital, Cummins will improvise on the piano for ten to twenty minutes. Knowing his musical talent, this is something that all you classical music and Stomper Bob fans alike won't want to miss.

We'll see you at the Stine on Sunday afternoon at 2 p.m.
FRIDAY 5/7: $300, Picnic pack for 8, call 636-1065.
SAT 5/8: N D vs OSU at 3 PM, needs 4 GA seats, call 243-4636.
WED 5/12: 2 GA seats for sale, (212) 250-2777.
TUE 5/18: 2 GA seats for sale, 2 tickets for Winthrop game, call (212) 250-2777.
THU 5/20: 2 GA seats for OSU game, call 634-1382.
FRI 5/21: 2 GA seats for OSU game, call 634-1382.
SAT 5/22: 4 GA seats for OSU game, call 634-1382.
WED 5/26: 4 GA seats for OSU game, call 634-1382.
THU 5/27: 4 GA seats for OSU game, call 634-1382.
FRI 5/28: 4 GA seats for OSU game, call 634-1382.
SAT 5/29: 4 GA seats for OSU game, call 634-1382.
WED 6/2: 4 GA seats for OSU game, call 634-1382.
THU 6/3: 4 GA seats for OSU game, call 634-1382.
FRI 6/4: 4 GA seats for OSU game, call 634-1382.
SAT 6/5: 4 GA seats for OSU game, call 634-1382.
WED 6/9: 4 GA seats for OSU game, call 634-1382.
THU 6/10: 4 GA seats for OSU game, call 634-1382.
FRI 6/11: 4 GA seats for OSU game, call 634-1382.
SAT 6/12: 4 GA seats for OSU game, call 634-1382.
WED 6/16: 4 GA seats for OSU game, call 634-1382.
THU 6/17: 4 GA seats for OSU game, call 634-1382.
FRI 6/18: 4 GA seats for OSU game, call 634-1382.
SAT 6/19: 4 GA seats for OSU game, call 634-1382.
THU 6/24: 4 GA seats for OSU game, call 634-1382.
SAT 6/26: 4 GA seats for OSU game, call 634-1382.
WED 7/1: 4 GA seats for OSU game, call 634-1382.
THU 7/2: 4 GA seats for OSU game, call 634-1382.
FRI 7/3: 4 GA seats for OSU game, call 634-1382.
SAT 7/4: 4 GA seats for OSU game, call 634-1382.
WED 7/8: 4 GA seats for OSU game, call 634-1382.
THU 7/9: 4 GA seats for OSU game, call 634-1382.
FRI 7/10: 4 GA seats for OSU game, call 634-1382.
SAT 7/11: 4 GA seats for OSU game, call 634-1382.
WED 7/15: 4 GA seats for OSU game, call 634-1382.
THU 7/16: 4 GA seats for OSU game, call 634-1382.
FRI 7/17: 4 GA seats for OSU game, call 634-1382.
SAT 7/18: 4 GA seats for OSU game, call 634-1382.
WED 7/22: 4 GA seats for OSU game, call 634-1382.
THU 7/23: 4 GA seats for OSU game, call 634-1382.
FRI 7/24: 4 GA seats for OSU game, call 634-1382.
SAT 7/25: 4 GA seats for OSU game, call 634-1382.
WED 7/29: 4 GA seats for OSU game, call 634-1382.
THU 7/30: 4 GA seats for OSU game, call 634-1382.
FRI 7/31: 4 GA seats for OSU game, call 634-1382.
SAT 8/1: 4 GA seats for OSU game, call 634-1382.
WED 8/5: 4 GA seats for OSU game, call 634-1382.
THU 8/6: 4 GA seats for OSU game, call 634-1382.
FRI 8/7: 4 GA seats for OSU game, call 634-1382.
SAT 8/8: 4 GA seats for OSU game, call 634-1382.
WED 8/12: 4 GA seats for OSU game, call 634-1382.
THU 8/13: 4 GA seats for OSU game, call 634-1382.
FRI 8/14: 4 GA seats for OSU game, call 634-1382.
SAT 8/15: 4 GA seats for OSU game, call 634-1382.
WED 8/19: 4 GA seats for OSU game, call 634-1382.
THU 8/20: 4 GA seats for OSU game, call 634-1382.
FRI 8/21: 4 GA seats for OSU game, call 634-1382.
SAT 8/22: 4 GA seats for OSU game, call 634-1382.
**MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL**

**AL West race tightens up**

By JIM COUR

Associated Press Writer

SEATTLE

Jay Buhner hit a three-run homer and drove in four runs Wednesday night as the Seattle Mariners shaved the Rangers’ AL West lead to three games with a 5-2 victory over Texas.

Seattle has gained six games in the standings in seven days.

The Mariners, just two games behind Baltimore in the wildcard race, have won seven straight going into Thursday’s finale of the four-game series.

Texas, which led the second-place Mariners by nine games on Sept. 11, has lost seven of its last nine.

The Hangers have lost in the standings in seven days.

Buhner, who had lost three straight decisions, won for the first time since Aug. 16 and beat Bobby Witt (15-11) for the 2-0 lead.

A boisterous crowd of 35,162, displaying a Return To Lose II banner, watched the Mariners continue their come-back.

Sterling Hitchcock (13-8), who had lost three straight decisions, won for the first time since Aug. 16 and beat Bobby Witt (15-11) for the third time this year.

Hitchcock allowed two runs and four hits in 5 2/3 innings. He had a 0.97 ERA in his previous four starts, going 0-2.

Mike Jackson and Norm Charlton finished with perfect relief, with Charlton getting five outs for his 18th save.

Texas, which has averaged 1.0 hits per game, has just 10 combined in the first three games of the series.

Gonzalez put the Rangers ahead 2-0 in the fourth when he homered just inside the left-field foul pole-following Will Clark’s double.

But Seattle came back in the bottom half when Ken Griffey Jr. singled, Edgar Martinez walked and Buhner hit a 409-foot drive over the center-field fence.

Buhner drew a bases-loaded walk from Jeff Russell in the seventh as Seattle scored two runs in the 3-2 win.

Buhner hit his 41st homer of the season and raised his RBIs total to 130. Juan Gonzalez’ 45th homer had given Texas a 2-0 lead.

Associated Press Writer

NEW YORK

The Yankees can breathe a little easier. And Baltimore can forget about a sweep.

Bernie Williams singled home the tying run in the ninth inning and Ruben Rivera singled home the winning run in the 10th Wednesday night, giving New York a 3-2 victory over Baltimore.

The Yankees’ AL East lead to four games over the second-place Orioles.

New York, which has won nine of 11 from Baltimore this season, assured itself of a 3-2 victory over Baltimore.

Bobby Witt (15-11) for the 1-0 lead from Ken Griffey Jr. singled, Edgar Martinez walked and Buhner hit a 409-foot drive over the center-field fence.

Buhner drew a bases-loaded walk from Jeff Russell in the seventh as Seattle scored two runs in the 3-2 win.

Buhner hit his 41st homer of the season and raised his RBIs total to 130. Juan Gonzalez’ 45th homer had given Texas a 2-0 lead.

Associated Press Writer

BY WMITHW

Associated Press Writer

The Yankees can breathe a little easier. And Baltimore can forget about a sweep.

Bernie Williams singled home the tying run in the ninth inning and Ruben Rivera singled home the winning run in the 10th Wednesday night, giving New York a 3-2 victory over Baltimore.

The Yankees tied it 1-1 in the bottom of the ninth, Randy Myers walked Paul O'Neill and Cecil Fielder starting the inning — Baltimore’s first two walks of the game — and both were replaced by pinch runners. Tino Martinez popped out and Alan Mills gave up Williams’ run-scoring single.

Mills retired Mariano Rivera on a comebacker and Joe Girardi on a fly ball to the gap in right-center that right fielder Mike Devereaux ran down.

But New York won it the next inning.

Derek Jeter opened with a single off Mills (3-2) and Charlie Hayes sacrificed. Tim Raines’ groundout to second moved Jeter to third, and Rivera hit a 2-2 pitch into right field, just over second baseman Roberto Alomar’s leaping attempt.

Mariano Rivera (7-2) pitched 1 2/3 perfect innings for the victory.

A night after the teams were rained out of the scheduled series opener, pitchers dominated.

Scott Erickson held the Yankees to one run and seven hits in seven-plus innings.

Yankees starter Andy Pettitte gave up five hits in 8 1/3 innings, but only after Brady Anderson started the game with a double.

Anderson, who has 46 homers, ripped Pettitte’s first pitch into the upper deck in right but it was just foul. He then took advantage of the sloppy conditions in the outfield by dropping a base hit into left-center between Raines and Williams, who both seemed unsure of their footing. Alomar sacrificed and Anderson scored on Todd Zeile’s groundout.

It would be the Orioles’ only hit off Pettitte until the sixth, when Anderson singled leading off.

The Yankees tied it 1-1 in the fifth, aided by Erickson’s indecision while fielding a bunt.

Duncan doubled and Jim Leyritz’s bunt was fielded by the pitcher just off the mound.

But Erickson hesitated and his throw to third was too late to catch Duncan. One out later, Duncan scored on a Wade Boggs grounder.

**Called home lately?**

**1-800-COLLECT®**

Save up to 44%

Savings based on a 3-min. 412 operator-dialed Interstate call.
ST. LOUIS - Ron Gant and Royce Clayton homered and Todd Stottlemyre pitched seven strong innings as St. Louis beat the Chicago Cubs 5-3 Wednesday night, reducing their biggest deficit in the National League Central crown to six games.

In the win, combined with Houston's 6-2 loss in Atlanta, gave the Cardinals a 4 1/2 -game lead over the Cubs, their biggest of the season. The Cubs dropped seven games back.

Stottlemyre (13-11) allowed four hits and two runs while striking out seven in his first game since getting carried off the field after taking a line drive off the right knee Friday. He gave the game since getting carried off the field after taking a line drive off the right knee Friday.

The Rockies, who have dropped seven of their last 10, were left with one night to win in a three-game series that began the night 3 1/2 games behind Baltimore in the wild card chase and one-half game behind Seattle. The White Sox have nine games left.

With the exception of regular right fielder Manny Ramirez, who has dropped seven of their last 10, were left with one night to win in a three-game series that began the night 3 1/2 games behind Baltimore in the wild card chase and one-half game behind Seattle. The White Sox have nine games left.

With the exception of regular right fielder Manny Ramirez, who has dropped seven of their last 10, were left with one night to win in a three-game series that began the night 3 1/2 games behind Baltimore in the wild card chase and one-half game behind Seattle.

The White Sox had totaled 10 hits in the first as the Indians turned to their bench with two on in the sixth, and still beat the Indians 4-4 in the bottom half on a running error by Jeff Reed.

Raul Mondesi had put Los Angeles ahead with an RBI single in the first. Hollandsworth singled in a run in the second and Mike Piazza hit a run-scoring double.

ROCKIES 6 DODGERS 4

DENVER - Less than 10 hours after being no-hit by Hideo Nomo, the Colorado Rockies' offense was back to normal.

Andres Galarraga broke a fifth-inning tie with his NL-leading 46th homer as the Rockies rebounded to beat the Los Angeles Dodgers 6-4 Wednesday.

Los Angeles, which began the day with a 1 1/2-game lead over San Diego in the NL West, lost for just the second time in 10 games.

The Rockies, who have been no-hit twice this season, didn't get a hit until the third inning but recovered from a 3-0 deficit to end Pedro Astacio's five-game winning streak.

Galarraga, who glanced at Astacio (9-8) after being hit with a pitch in the third, broke a 4-4 tie in the fifth with a 421-foot homer. Neifi Perez added an RBI double in the eighth off Scott Radinsky.

Astacio, whose previous loss came July 7 against Colorado, was lifted for a pinch-hitter in the sixth. He gave up five runs — four earned — and five hits. John Burke (2-0) pitched three hitless innings to win for the second time in six days. He struck out the side in the sixth

Gant helps Cards inch toward Central crown

Republicans won't back down

ST. PAUL - The Minnesota Republican Party's national convention will not be canceled, official sources said Thursday.

Three state party leaders have threatened to call off this weekend's convention if the GOP's national leaders don't back out of a plan to move it to Dallas.

The state leaders have agreed to participate in the convention only if it's held in Minnesota, the state's convention delegate allocation was cut from 31 to 21 because of the rules change. National convention rules say a state's convention allocation is determined by the number of delegates it had in the last national convention.

The state leaders have agreed to participate in the convention only if it's held in Minnesota, the state's convention delegate allocation was cut from 31 to 21 because of the rules change.

The state leaders have agreed to participate in the convention only if it's held in Minnesota, the state's convention delegate allocation was cut from 31 to 21 because of the rules change.

The state leaders have agreed to participate in the convention only if it's held in Minnesota, the state's convention delegate allocation was cut from 31 to 21 because of the rules change.

The state leaders have agreed to participate in the convention only if it's held in Minnesota, the state's convention delegate allocation was cut from 31 to 21 because of the rules change.
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**PADRES RALLY TO CLOSE IN ON LA**

Associated Press Writer

**SAN FRANCISCO**

Judy Reed's RBI-single broke an eighth-inning tie and Ken Caminiti hit his third home run two days as the San Diego Padres rallied after blowing a 4-1 lead to defeat the San Francisco Giants 8-5 Wednesday.

The Padres pulled back to within a half-game of Los Angeles, which lost Wednesday at Colorado. The teams, battling for the NL West lead, begin a four-game series Thursday in San Diego.

With the score tied at 4-4, Wally Joyner drew a one-out walk in the eighth off Rich DeLucia (3-5), went to second on Tony Gwynn's pinch-hit single and scored when Reed sliced a single down the right field line.

The Padres added two more runs when reliever Jim Poole threw the ball away at third while Gwynn attempted to steal before the pitch. Gwynn scored and Reed went to third, and Scott Flaherty's bloop single to right scored Reed for a 7-4 lead.

Caminiti hit his 37th homer in the ninth and Trevor Hoffman got the final three for his 37th save.

Doug Bochtler (2-4), despite failing to hold a 4-2 lead in the seventh, got the win. Tim Worrell pitched the eighth, allowing Marvin Benard's RBI-triple in the eighth, the Giants' final run.

The Giants had tied the game in the seventh off Padres starter Andy Ashby. Benard led off with a double and scored on Bill Mueller's single. Bochtler relieved Ashby and walked Barry Bonds on four pitches, and Mueller moved to third when Rick Wilkins flied to deep right. Bonds stole second, and when catcher Brian Johnson's throw bounced in the dirt for an error, Mueller scored.

Ashby has not won since beating the Giants 6-1 on June 28, going 0-3 in seven starts while also spending two different stints on the disabled list with shoulder tendinitis.

Rickey Henderson led off the game with a walk and scored on Chris Gomez's single for a 1-0 Padres lead. Archi Clancyn lowed and scored on Ashby's two-out double in the second to make it 2-0.

The Giants got a run in the third when Benard singled, went to third on Mueller's single and scored on a sacrifice fly by Bonds.

The Padres scored two runs in the fifth to knock out Giants left-hander Allen Watson. Henderson and Gomez walked and advanced on Steve Finley's sacrifice bunt. Caminiti's single scored them both for a 4-1 lead.

---

**UNIVERSITY CLUB OF NOTRE DAME**

Is accepting membership applications for Notre Dame & Saint Mary's College & Holy Cross Faculty and full-time staff.

Dues = $50 per year

Call 631-4678 for membership applications or for more information
I had to wait 11 days before practice. By DAVID

Halfway over and we haven't played another game, which compounds the additional trouble for North Carolina State. While some teams in college football have been able to play three games and a majority have played two, the Wolfpack's Seminoles are 1-0 and have had to wait 11 days before play on the Wolfpack, on Thursday night.

To make matters worse, Florida State has had terrible practice weather this week, with the forecast calling for heavy rain.

"It seems like the season is halfway over and we haven't got but one game under our belts," Florida State coach Bobby Bowden said Wednesday.

"I think our kids would go absolutely crazy if we had another open date, and there probably wouldn't be any room for another open date, and there wouldn't be anything to do but play another game, which is going to happen to us," Bowden said.

Bobby Bowden said the team's offense since a 44-7 win over Duke on Sept. 7 in the Seminoles gained an average of 372 yards per game and averaged about 11 points a play.

"We need to try the offense again against another football team and see if we're on the right road," Bowden said.

The Seminoles, who have outscored the Wolfpack 173-23 in the last three Atlantic Coast Conference meetings, might also want to look sharp in front of a national television audience and poll voters, considering No. 2 Tennessee plays No. 4 Florida on Saturday.

"I would like to be impressive every time we play. I don't know how much our kids understand about it, but I think about it because people call me and ask me about it, but I'm more concerned about LSU and Auburn," said Bowden, whose son coaches at Auburn.

The Wolfpack (0-2) hasn't been competitive against the Seminoles since a 24-9 loss in Raleigh in 1992, coach Dick Sheridan's last season at N.C. State.

"I would think that we were more competitive this year, but I know they have had their share of problems this season," said Bowden.

"It's a game of pride and confidence," said Bowden.

"I can see a difference in maturity, but I don't see a difference in their heart and in their fight," Bowden said when asked about the Wolfpack's talent level.

N.C. State has turned the ball over 17 times in the last three games against the Seminoles, including six fumbles in an embarrassing 77-17 loss last season in Tallahassee, Fla. The loss was the most lopsided in ACC history.

"There shouldn't be any pressure, nobody gives us a shot to win the thing," Wolfpack coach Mike O'Callan said.

A pregame speech is not going to beat Florida State, he added. "We talk all week about the little things that you have to do. The first thing that I did talk to (the team) about was believing that you can win."

"As far fetched as that seems, you think people thought Wake Forest was going to beat North Carolina? Heck no, but they did. How about last year against Louisiana State and Tennessee?

"I don't know why we have that," Bowden said.

"It's a game of pride and confidence," he said.

Saturday's game will give the inside track to the Southeastern Conference Eastern Division title and a trip to the SEC championship game.

Then there are the national considerations. In two of the last four years, the SEC champion has played for the national title.

"It's not playing for a championship," Bowden said.

"But we have the national TV broadcast," Bowden said.

"It's a game of pride and confidence," Bowden said.

"I don't know why we have that," Bowden said.

"It's a game of pride and confidence," he said.

"I don't know why we have that," Bowden said.

"It's a game of pride and confidence," he said.

"I don't know why we have that," Bowden said.

"It's a game of pride and confidence," he said.
Father Malloy and Dr. Nathan Hatch invite all students, faculty and their families to the Votive Mass of the Holy Spirit

SEPTEMBER 22, 4:00 PM
AT THE JOYCE CENTER
WITH DINNER TO FOLLOW

Students and faculty will be seated together by academic department at the all-campus picnic.

Both dining halls will be closed during the event.

Sponsored by:
Campus Ministry
Office of the President
Office of the Provost
Student Government
Tornado, Rocket hurl way into history

Clemens likely cements Hall of Fame spot

Nomo throws first Clemens likely cements Hall of Fame spot

**Associated Press**

**Detroit**

Buddy Bell says he saw five or six no-hitters during his playing career. None, the Tiger manager asserted, was as dominating a performance as Roger Clemens' 20-strikeout shutout Wednesday night.

"The no-hitters I've been involved with or seen, there was luck involved," Bell said after Boston beat Detroit 4-0. "This was a dominating performance, I think that was the best pitching performance I've ever seen.

"I don't mean to take anything away from those guys (who threw no-hitters) because that's a great achievement. But that's as good as it gets. He deserves all the credit for this."

Alan Trammell, a 20-year veteran, said Clemens reminded him of an outstanding outing against Detroit in 1990.

"Randy Johnson threw a no-hitter against us and was dominating," Trammell said. "That was every bit as good as Randy Johnson's no-hitter."

Trammell, batting .371 in his career against Clemens entering Tuesday, said the right-hander was as good as he's ever seen him.

"We had location and he threw harder than I've seen in a while and his split-finger was as good as we've ever seen," Trammell said. "We had no chance against him tonight. He felt it. He sensed the kill and he did his job."

Trammell had an infield single in the first inning but was strikeout victim No. 15 when he took a called third strike in the sixth. Trammell came to bat again leading off the ninth with Clemens one shy of tying his own major league strikeout record.

"I didn't want him to strike me out," Trammell said. "I was certainly aware he had 19, and I've got pride. If he did it, he did it, but I'm trying my best to avoid it."

Trammell popped out, but Clemens got No. 20 by fanning Travis Fryman to end the game.

"I would say tonight was deja vu to the 80s," Trammell said. "You know when you're facing Roger Clemens you're facing one of the best. From what I've gathered, he's pitched better than his record and tonight he was outstanding."

Fryman struck out four times. Rookie first baseman Tony Clark fanned in three of four at-bats.

"When he's on his game I don't see too many guys being better," Clark said. "He was hitting his spots with everything he threw and his fastball had outstanding velocity."

When Clemens threw his own single-game strikeout record, the Tigers equaled their own AL season mark, set in 1991, of 1,185 whiffs. It was one more dubious achievement in one more loss, the Tigers' 101st of the year.

But Bell doesn't want that to detract one bit from Clemens' performance.

"I know there are going to be a lot of people talking about us striking out 20 times," Bell said. "I would prefer to think it was all Roger Clemens tonight. I don't think there's any question about that. I've never been this close to someone as untouchable as he was tonight. He would have done that to a lot of teams tonight."
Weekly Specials

Bai Ju's

Fresh Fire Rice
Empress Chicken
Mongolian Beef

We Deliver!
Menu from 5:00 to 12:00
212-0127

English Department Career Night
Thursday, September 19
7:00 p.m.
102 De Bartolo

The following fields will be represented:

law
journalism
publishing and editing
financial services
decision marketing
advertising/public relations
post-graduate service opportunities
social service
career and placement

All students are welcome!
Celebrating a friend’s birthday with a special Observer Ad

Lemonade $10

It was just a summer job.
Now it’s the rest of your life.
Remember when your biggest career concern was running out of paper cups? And when it was easy to handle any summer job because it was just a summer job?
Now you’re graduating. You want a career that will challenge you every day and offer a variety of responsibilities. You want to work where the learning curve doesn’t flatten out after a couple of years.
At Andersen Consulting, our challenges change daily, like the world in which we work. Our job is to help clients do what they do. Only better.
Come talk to us about a career with Andersen Consulting.

ANDERSEN CONSULTING
Where we go from here.

Sign-ups for interviews with Andersen Consulting will take place on Monday, September 23rd and Tuesday, September 24th at Career and Placement. Interviews will be conducted on October 14th and 15th.

Nicotine is so deadly that it is used as an insecticide....do you really want to put that in your body???

Sponsored By The Office Of Alcohol and Drug Education
MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM

Wednesday, September 19, 1996

THEATRE

MIXED MEDIA

JACK OHMANN

MOTHER GOOSE

Happy Birthday in the next year of your life

Changes now under discussion will make your career more profitable. Let VNAs know that you are interested in a new expense level. Wrong skills will help you scale the Everest in record time. You must decide how to use your thoughts about romance and marriage. You are in the lead for new, money-making opportunities. Developing better rapport with your colleagues will ensure you find out everything you need to know.

CELEBRITIES BORN ON THIS DAY: Joan Fontaine, model Twiggy, country singer Trisha Yearwood, football player Jim Abbott.

Aries (March 21-April 19)

Others want to hear your opinions. Take the lead in discussions. Love to gossip, but do not accept it as the truth. You will have to be practical if your business interests are to flourish. Use April 20-May 20.

Extricate more self-control when people are around you. Fortune favors those who plus a major role in your fantasies. Love limitations about yourself for a situation that will never be what you really want.

Gemini (May 21-June 20)

You could be lumped up into local politics or a special work project. Trust our people who have proven their loyalty. Romance will become more satisfying if you give it a fair chance. Use June 21-July 22.

Your chances for success increase as your energy level rises. Answer correspondence or return phone calls promptly. It proves when you show more affection.

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)

People flock around you. Seeking favors. Help only the deserving. Your love life is about to enter a new phase. A brain that often will hold special interest for someone who takes a hit.

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)

A new acquaintance finds you irresistible. The pieces of a puzzle fall into place. Do not be afraid to move forward. You are in the lead for new, money-making opportunities. Developing better rapport with your colleagues will ensure you find out everything you need to know.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)

Romance could hit a cool patch now. Diplomacy is necessary to reach your goals. If your financial Horoscope is a source of disagreement, consult an expert together.

Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)

A business or financial venture begins to pay off. Teasure honesty with tact in your relationships. A provocative exchange could leave you talking a blue streak.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)

Your good news shows through in what you do today. Upright your ideals. Marriage plays a prominent role in your plans. Singles may improve your expectations are realized.

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)

A very rewarding day illustrates a matter and financial concern with favor. Even if it is contrary to your own. Build your hand when it comes to transference.

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)

Too many financial concerns could backfire. Share your feelings and sources with a formalized friend. Occasionally you have to spend money in order to make money.

Pisces (Feb. 19-Mar. 20)

Battling over money is not worth it. Work off an assertion that will not work. Pay your credit card debt and pay your bills with a balanced hand. You would work to your advantage where an office situation is concerned.

■ Of Interest

A hospitality luncheon supporting the Center for the Homeless will be held today in the CSC. A taste of Mexico will be served from 11:30-1:00p.m. The cost is $3.00.

English Career Night will be held tonight from 7-9 p.m. in 102 Delbartol. Professionals will discuss the relevance of liberal arts skills to specific career areas.

■ Menu

Note Dame

North

Chicken Cajun breast

Stuffed Shells

Ham Acquagulo

Tomato Soup

Saint Mary’s

London broil

Sweet and sour chicken

Onionette bar

Wanted: Reporters, photographers and editors.

Join The Observer staff.

Acoustic Cafe...every Thursday

mike peters

Dilbert

Scott Adams

HERE'S MY INVOICE FOR FIXING YOUR "YEAR 2000" COMPUTER PROBLEMS.

FINISH YOUR SOUP BEFORE IT CLOTS.

THAT HAD TO BE THE ABSOLUTE WORST MUSICAL I HAVE EVER SEEN.

YOUR HOROSCOPE

JEANE DIXON

26. Cereal plant

27. Hasp hookups

28. Cereal plant

29. Passing grade

30. Game divisions

31. Fall mo.

32. Moonfish

33. Towel word

34. Snobs TV show

35. Norfolk inte.

36. Absolute worst

37. Cenozooic, e.g.

38. Snobs

39. Old-fashioned

40. Patriotic soc.

41. Yale students

42. Beginning in 1969

43. Barrett of Pink

44. Floyd

45. Neston firm role

46. Relevancy

47. Whatevers

48. What's the

49. ——?

54. Fitting-room

55. Room activities

56. 1957 #1 song

57. Spanish linen

58. Fabric

59. Down-to-the-

60. Wine campaign

61. Subject of peer

62. Pressure?

63. Words of

64. Despair

65. Or —— (if not)

66. Tense saying

67. "I like that!"

68. Surrounds

69. Inscribed slab

70. Give ——— on the

71. Back!

72. "F.E.C. Is enryn

73. "Bye Bye

74. "Birdie" song

75. Chaplin

76. Contemporary

77. Atlantic fliers

78. Passing grade

79. Hosp. hookups

80. Precisely

81. Correct

82. Cereal plant

83. Diseases

84. Volleyball's

85. Gabrielle

86. Takes up, in a

87. Way

88. Orchard spray

89. 1995

90. ——— Major

91. Debutts

92. Eighth in a

93. Series

94. Chewable wad

95. Lost vitality

96. Marine life used

97. For jewelry

98. Workout figures

99. Everett in a

100. Classified

101. 84-Across, e.g.

102. Puts new prices

103. on

104. Western plants

105. Fiber named for

106. a town in

107. Mexico

108. Eleven’s place

109. Classic Latin

110. Work man —

111. French

112. Prussians

113. ADR

114. Judicials

115. Answers to any three clues in this puzzle are available by touch-tone phone: 1-800-420-6666 (75¢ per minute).

Annual subscriptions are available for the best of Sunday crosswords from the last 50 years. (800) 763-1665.

CRIMINAL

DAGH

DOUL

EAD

HOKKONOK

KIND

MARTIN

NAD

TACOS

ULTRAS

AS

AGENDA

AGENTS

ALCOHOL

BABIES

CLOTHES

CUTS

DIET

EIGHT

FUR

GEOGRAPHY

HABILITATION

HOOVER

KIDS

LADIES

OIL

PILLS

QUAKERS

RED

SKIES

STOVE

TENNIS

ULTRAS

WIVES

HINT: ANSWERS APPEAR IN THE NEXT ISSUE.

22. Sticks of

23. Ticks off

24. "What happened

25. Give a price

26. Swear words

27. Reign of scions

Answer to previous puzzle

CREME DAIGE
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GEOGRAPHY

HABILITATION

HOOVER
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TENNIS

ULTRAS

WIVES
**SPORTS**

**Men's Cross Country**

Irish aim for successful meet

**Notre Dame to host Catholic Invitational**

By JOE CAVATO

Sports Writer

The Notre Dame men's cross-country team proved who they were by being ranked eleventh in the pre-season polls with a perfect mark in the Ohio State Cross Country Invitational by sweeping the top five slots. They hope to continue their dominance in this weekend's National Catholic Meet held at the Notre Dame golf course.

The Golden Eagles of Marquette will likely be the closest competition for the home squad who had five runners finish under the outstanding time 25:04 for the five mile race.

"It's good to see that we have that many guys that could run this well early in the season," sophomore Antonio Arce commented.

Coach Joe Piane's barriers are low by senior co-captain Matt Altoff and All-Americans Derek Seiling, a senior, and Jason Hexing, a junior.

Red-shirt freshman Ryan Maxwell will again be in one of the top slots of the race this Friday. Maxwell missed his entire first year as he suffered a season ending injury. Maxwell came back in his first competition since his high school days with avengance as he took first in the Ohio State Invitational.

This weekend's action will provide a tune-up for the highly competitive Notre Dame Invitational. The top ten ranked Michigan Wolverines will battle the Irish for their first real test of the season.

Seiling predicted, "We should win pretty easily, and it would be nice if a lot of people would come out and watch." See IRISH / page 22

---

**Women's Cross Country**

Women hope to improve mark

**Irish aim for successful meet**

By MARIO ARCE

Sports Writer

The 17th annual National Catholic Cross Country Invitational will be held this Friday at the Burke golf course. The Irish women will hope to take the victory crown from 1993 champions Marquette University. The Irish finished second to Marquette's Golden Eagles a year ago following a 10 point disappointment.

Although the Irish will appear to suffer competition than whom we had at Ohio State," said head coach Tim Connelly. "Last week our only competition was against ourselves.

"A stiff competition will definitely be present as the Irish will face a six team field at Ohio State to a 28 team field at the National Catholic. The Golden Eagles were ranked fifth during the pre-season district polls, two spots ahead of the Irish.

"We are definitely going to have a lot better than we did last Friday to win this week," said Connelly. Marquette has a good team and a few individuals that could challenge.

Amy Erickson of Marquette was an individual NCAA qualifier for the Golden Eagles a year ago and should offer a great individual matchup in the Irish freshman Joanne Deeter and Nicole Laselle.

Deeter and Laselle were well ahead of the field at Ohio State a year ago. As a freshman and in her first collegiate race, Deeter ran well ahead of the rest of her competitors as hopefully Dejavu will occur for her running in her first home race for the Irish.

"I can't wait to compete at home, all the people and all the fans, it should be exciting," said Deeter. "Whatever happens, happens, I'm not expecting to win in only my second college race I'm just going to go out there and have fun." See WOMEN / page 22

---

**IRISH INSIGHT**

Similarities to 1993 are unmistakable

By T. RYAN KENNEDY

Sports Writer

Fall's arrival in South Bend usually occurs about mid-way through September, but for the past two years, it has come early and without warning for Notre Dame's football team. Any casual mention of fall, of September 10, 1994, or September 3, 1995, strikes the Irish fan with horror. Well, the first leaves have fallen here in South Bend and Notre Dame football is still 2-0.

The seniors try to suppress the nostalgia, but the images can be contained only so long — of Kevin McDougal running rampant over Michigan, of the Irish defensive line stripping the field with Florida State's Derek Brooks, of a pass intercepted to the ground and a kick that ruined the entire script. Indeed the whispers can be heard everywhere: The last time the Irish were 2-0 was 1993. A shallow perception perhaps, a mere footnote to history, but one that sticks. But things are actually shaping up the way they did three years ago.

In the home opener against Northwestern, the Irish scored on the first play from scrimmage. Patrick Quinn intercepted a telegraphed play and ran it in for the score. Allen Rossom was still a senior in high school, but clear he liked the Berrick method when he stormed 99 yards last week.

The last time the Irish had a game breaker like Rossom was 1993, when Clint Johnson played the lone man back.

In spite of Berrick's play, the '93 Northwestern game became a step in the wrong direction for Notre Dame. The Irish prepared only 27-13 and the Loyaltists scooped. (Images of 1996 Vanderbilt aside.) Meanwhile, the Irish offense fell flat, the defense was back and jeered at the Irish, falsely predicting doom in Ann Arbor in the coming weeks.

In just two days, Notre Dame will play by far its most crucial game of the year. The folk's down in Texas are bold enough to declare it the biggest game in Texas history. The Loyaltists know better — in 1993 no one said a word before Michigan. Even still, what takes John Mackovic two weeks to prepare takes Lou Holtz a couple of days.

Should Notre Dame win this Saturday, the showdown on September 28 against Ohio State will be the greatest one the Stadium has seen since 1993. A victory in Texas, like the pasting Notre Dame dealt Michigan three years ago, would act as a springboard to a national title for Notre Dame. Near soldouts, big games followed by bigger games, the list goes on in only one.